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PLANS FOR BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON NORTH PACIF工＿孤氾f-OMFISH-4迷豆

I. PURPOSE 

The necessary research will be carried out with respect to the 
:principal species of bottomfish inhabiting the bottom l窃 ersof water in the 
Gulf of Alaska and on the continental shelf and adjoining slopes of the Bering 
Sea, where the North Pacific mothershi:p-type trawl fishery has its :principal 
fishing grounds, in order to obtain biological information for the :purpose of 
ascertaining the present condition of the stocks and forecasting their future 
changes and, at the same time, bringing about a healthy development of the 
fisheries utilizing those resources and a rational management of the resources. 

II. PRESENT CONDITION AND FUTURE TRENDS 

The exploitation of the bottomfish resources of the Bering Sea began 
in 1954 with:freezership operations directed to the:flat:fishes of the continen-
tal shelf in the southeastern area. In subsequent years, the numbe!E'o:ffleets 
increased and the:fishing grounds were expanded. It m窃・ be considered that in 
1961 the development o:fthe principal:fishing grounds was geographically co::n-
plete in a horizontal sense. Since that time, the number of:fleets involved 
in the:fishery has decreased from year to year, but in terms o:fnumber o:f :fish-
ing vessels, the operations are continuing on a considerable scale. When this 
fishery is considered in terms o:fthe resources supporting it, it appears that 
the:flatfishes which were the principal object of the operations in the past, 
and made up the greater part of the catch have been replaced in importance by 
pollock. Among other species, the catches o:fPaci:fic cod, rock.fishes and 
shrimp are increasing, and sable:fish are being developed as a deep-water re-
source. Furthermore, experimental operations are being continued in the Gul:f 
0:fAlaska. The investigation of these North Pacific bottomfish resources was 
put on a systematically planned basis beginning in 1962, with the work centered 
around investigations assigned to the mothership operators, but accompanied by 
surveys o:f research vessels . Biological measurement data :for t訳心 years have 
been accumulated. These data, particularly data on the size composition by area 
:for the principal species, have been machine processed and the results are avail。

able. Detailed catch statistics for 1963 have also been tabulated in terms o:f 
species, area, month and type of operation. However, the analysis and study 
of these data still remains to be done, and this analysis and study must be 
carried out speedily. Furthermore,:for assessing the resources quantitatively, 
it is necessary to analyze the condition of the stocks by proceeding from the 
presently ava:・.lable size compositions to the age compositions. Age determina-
tions based on the data presently available are required for each of the 
important species. 

Starting :from the present situation and problem points outlined 
above, in 1965 concentrated research will be carried out on the :folio泣 ng
items, and at the same time field work will be carried out to accumulate data 
for the following year. 
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PLANS FOR BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON NORTH PACIE'lC BOTTOMFISHー一話西2

I. PURPOSE 

The necessary research will be carried out with respect to the 
principaJ. species of bottomf'ish inhabiting the bottom l窃•ers of'water in the 
Gulf of Alaska and on the continentaJ. shelf and adjoining slopes of the Bering 
Sea, where the North Pacific mothership-type trawl fishery has its principal 
fishing grounds, in order to obtain biologicaJ. information for the purpose of 
ascertaining the present condition of the stocks and forecasting their future 
changes and, at the same time, bringing about a heaJ.thy development of the 
fisheries utilizing those resources and a rational management of the resources. 

II. PRESENT CONDITION AND FUTURE TRENDS 

The exploitation of the bottomfish resources of the Bering Sea began 
in l954 with freezership operations directed to the flatfishes of the continen-
tal shelf in the southeastern area. In subsequent years, the number of fleets 
increased and the fishing grounds were expanded. It m窃 beconsidered that in 
l96l the development of the principal fishing grounds was geographical均 com-
plete in a horizontal sense. Since that time, the number of fleets involved 
in the fishery has decreased from year to year, but in terms of number of fish-
ing vessels, the operations are continuing on a considerable scale. When this 
fishery is considered in terms of the resources supporting it, it appears that 
the flatfishes which were the principal object of the operations in the past .., 
and made up the greater part of the catch have been replaced in importance by 
pollock. Among other species, the catches of Pacific cod, rockfishes and 
shrimp are increasing, and sablefish are being developed as a deep-water re-
source. Furthermore, experimental operations are being continued in the Gulf 
of Alaska. The investigation of these North Pacific bottomfish resources was 
put on a systematical均 :plannedbasis beginning in 1962, with the work centered 
around investigations assigned to the mothership operators, but accompanied by 
surveys of research vessels. Biological measurement data for two years have 
been accumulated. These data, particular均 dataon the size composition by area 
for the principal species, have been machine processed and the results are avail-
able. Detailed catch statistics for l9§3 have also been tabulated in terms of 
species, area, month and type of operatュon. However, the analysis and study 
of these data still remains to be done, and this analysis and study must be 
carried out speedily. Furthermore, for assessing the resources quantitative均，
it is necessary to an四 zethe condition of the stocks by proceeding from the 
present均 ava:・.lablesize compositions to the age compositions. Age determina-
tions based on the data present均 availableare required for each of the 
important species. 

Starting from the present situation and problem points outlined 
above, in l965 concentrated research will be carried out on the follovTing 
items, and at the same time field work will be carried out to accumulate data 
for the following year. 
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工工工． PRINCIPAL ITEMS OF RESEARCH IN 1鉤

(1) Age determinations for principal species and examination 
of'the resources in terms of'age composition. 

(2) Ex皿 inationof the resources through analyses of catch 
statistics. 

(3) Examination of'the halibut resources by separate areas. 

IV. ITEMS FOR FIELD SURVEYS IN 12的

(1) Biological surveys assigned to motherships: 

Area of survey: Main fishing grounds of the Bering Sea 
and the Gulf of Alaska. 

Period of survey: March to October 1965 (throughout the 
mothership fleet operational season) 

Vessels assigned 
to the survey: 

Species to be 
surveyed: 

Types of 
observations: 

In principle, all fleets will parti-
cipate, although certain species m窃

be selected for concentrated work 
depending on the type of operation 
and the fishing grounds. 

Albacore, sablefish, Pacific cod, 
Pacific ocean perch, principal flat-
fishes, pollock, herring and shrimp. 

Measurements of size composition by 
random selection. Detailed biolo-
gical measurements on selected samples. 
Collection of materials for age deter-
minations (otoliths, scales). Tagging 
of principal species (certain selected 
fleets). 

(2) Field work by research vessels: 

Area of survey: Bering Sea. 

Period of survey: May to July 1965. 

Species to be 
surveyed: Emphasis will be on the same species 

as those surveyed aboard the mother-
ships, but as many fish as possible of 
other species will also be handled. 

ぃc,9 l2 

如 esof 
observations: 

These will be the s皿 eas those made on 
motherships, with the addition of the 
following: observations on species com-
position of the catch and tests to com-
pare the catching power of gear of 
different size. 
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